
COCKTAIL CONTEST QUIZ GAMES CASINO PARTY

TESTIMONIALSPY GAME CREATIVE PAINTING

FASHION ART RECYCLINGGARDEN IN A BOX ENTERTAINMENT

OLYMPIC INDOORCOOKING TEAM BUILDING DINNER IN THE DARK 

TEAM BUILDING
I N D O O R

An entertainment performance-whether comedic, 
mentalism, magic, or the work of a performer-can make a 
long day of meetings lighter, capturing the attention of a 
wide audience and making any event fun and 
memorable.

We are in touch with a wide range of testimonials of 
diverse backgrounds and experience who can 
interactively motivate, engage and amaze any audience 
in any industry. Sportsmen, journalists, actors, managers, 
entrepreneurs, experts, celebrities and opinion leaders 
who can make every event unique. 

A real game room at the chosen location.
Each participant will be gifted by our hostess
with personalized "fantasy banknotes," which he or she 
can change directly at the gaming tables. The luckiest 
ones, accumulated a greater number of chips during the 
event nto, will be rewarded with gadgets.     

Fun, bonding activity for all levels.
Divided into teams, participants will tackle di�erent
sports, entertainment, skills, and artistic disciplines
and then reach a score and decree
the winning team.
   

The experience provides an opportunity to foster interaction,  
in order to give new life and form to material that is no longer 
usable. Participants divided into two macro groups with inside
mixed m/f teams (5-7pax cad). One group will make accessories 
fashion for men, the other for ladies. A panel of judges will 
evaluate the best work for creativity, originality and usefulness.

A creative activity on large canvases in which to unleash 
your imagination and join the group for the realization 
of a common project. Brushes, sponges, rollers, spray 
paint. The activity encourages the development of 
creativity, aggregation, a sense of belonging, 
and team work.

Riddles and secret codes to solve (logic area), games of
balance (kinaesthetic area), games through drawing,
storytelling and improvisation (creative area), puzzles
to be solved through the 5 senses (sensory area).
At the end mentalism show. 

Creation of a teaching garden (including a miniature one)
Through design work and practical implementation
teamwork. Selection and construction of the enclosure. 
Garden design and soil preparation.  
Vegetable choice and creativity in the composition of the 
box. If desired: donation to local charity. 

Participants (divided into teams) will play the role of 
agents secrets engaged in overcoming a series of 
missions that will will involve them searching for objects, 
solving puzzles, and engaging in tests of skill and 
cunning to solve a highly intricate espionage case. 

The kitchen that turns into a laboratory for challenge and learning
and fun. Participants divided into teams will have to organize 
themselves to achieve the common goal: to create the 
entire menu for the whole group.

Participants divided into teams of 6-9 people yes
they will challenge in creating the best alcoholic cocktail
and soft drink of the day. Professional bartenders
they will constitute the jury and decide the team
winning

It is a sensory experience. Touching, listening, 
smelling and tasting are the protagonists. 
During the dark dinner, you will be enveloped 
in a world of sensations. You will be able to enjoy 
a delicious and mysterious menu 
and get involved between courses
 in the various activities o�ered.


